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Figure 3. Performance and scalability of producer-consumer microbenchmarks with an increasing number of threads on a 40-core (2 hyper-
threads per core) server machine

processed all neighbors it dequeues another vertex. The algorithms
terminate when the shared queue or pool is empty.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. In both benchmarks, the DQ implementations perform
and scale best. While most implementations are on par with DQ up
to ten threads, only the BS and US k-FIFO queue implementations
scale as much as DQ. Despite its thread-local storage BAG scales
negatively because the connectivity of the graph makes it likely to
hit already processed nodes and thus requires work-stealing. Note
that RP is not shown because RP, due to its synchronous behavior,
cannot handle a workload where producers are also consumers.

Mandelbrot Benchmark

The Mandelbrot benchmark renders an image by dividing it into
blocks of 4x4 pixels that are distributed by producer threads
through a shared queue or pool to consumer threads for parallel
processing. For each producer there are four consumers. We distin-
guish low and high computational load scenarios by using images
whose blocks are mostly rendered either relatively fast or relatively
slow, respectively.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. Best performance and scalability is achieved by TL-RR
and 1-RA followed by the remaining DQ and the BS and US k-
FIFO implementations. In the high computational load scenario all
DQ implementations show identical performance and scalability.
The BS and US k-FIFO implementations also perform and scale
competitively.

5.3 Relating Performance and Non-Determinism

We study the microbenchmark introduced in Section 5.1 in terms
of the performance index, actual-time distance, zero-time distance,
and linearization difference metrics introduced in Section 2. For
this purpose we instrumented all implementations such that the in-
vocations, responses, and linearization points of all queue and pool
operations are time-stamped using the globally synchronized TSC
register of x86 processors which may be read with low overhead.
Note that time-stamping linearization points may only be approxi-
mative but still close enough for our purposes. Since the computa-
tional complexity of determining actual- and zero-time distances is
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Figure 5. Average performance index of the low contention
producer-consumer microbenchmark (c “ 2000)

proportional to the length of histories we nevertheless had to mod-
ify the microbenchmark by limiting each thread to perform only ten
thousand rather than ten million queue or pool operations. We only
present the results of the high contention microbenchmark since
they are similar to the results of the low contention microbench-
mark except for the performance index where we show the results
of the low contention microbenchmark because they are more dis-
tinguished. Again, the presented data is averaged over five runs.

Figure 5 shows the average performance index for the low
contention microbenchmark. The data correlates with the actual
performance shown in Figure 3. For example, TL-RR and 1-RA,
which scale best, have the lowest performance index, and LB and
WF, which are the slowest, have the highest performance index.

Figure 6 shows the actual-time distance for the high contention
microbenchmark. The strict FIFO queue implementations show
low non-zero values since time-stamping linearization points is
only approximative. The ED and BAG pools show the highest
actual-time distance, followed by TL-RR and 1-RA. All other
queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.
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Distributed Queues
[PODC BA 2011, ICA3PP 2012, Submitted 2013]
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In the early 1950’s M.G.Krein characterised those entire functions which are
an entry of some Nevanlinna matrix (in his paper called “special matrices”),
and those pairs of entire functions which are a row of some such matrix. In
connection with Pontryagin space versions of Krein’s theory of entire operators
and de Branges’ theory of Hilbert spaces of entire functions, an indefinite ana-
logue of Nevanlinna matrices occurs. In this paper we extend the mentioned
characterisations to the indefinite situation.
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Figure 2: Bounds for the performance vs. relaxation graph

for its environment. Linearization points exist for all methods of
linearizable histories [11].

Definition 2.6. Let c be a concurrent history. The actual-time
linearization of c denoted by wa is the linearization ordered by
linearization points. We refer to davg(wa) as actual-time distance.

Note that the actual-time distance measures reorderings due to
relaxation, hence it is zero in strict implementations. Moreover,
note that it is not always possible to exactly determine the actual-
time linearization; in the measurements we use a good approxima-
tion which in many cases is indeed the actual-time linearization.

The second linearization of interest is the observed sequence.

Definition 2.7. Let c be a concurrent history. The zero-time lin-
earization of c denoted by w0 is the linearization ordered by invo-
cation points. We refer to davg(w0) as zero-time distance.

The zero-time distance measures reordering allowed by relax-
ation and reordering allowed by linearizability. Finally, the differ-
ence of these two distances is also of interest, as a measure of re-
ordering allowed by linearizability only.

Definition 2.8. The linearization difference is the difference be-
tween the zero-time distance and the actual-time distance,

davg(w0)�davg(wa).

Finally, we mention a practical issue. When enqueue and de-
queue operations get reordered within a concurrent history it can
happen that in the zero-time linearization a dequeue precedes its
matching enqueue. We call such dequeues non-causal. The out-of-
order transition cost of non-causal dequeues is infinite. It is possi-
ble but not elegant to define a distance for non-causal dequeues as
well using the framework of [10]. To keep things simple and read-
able, we keep non-causal dequeues out of the formal definitions.
However, for the actual measurements, we adjust the out-of-order
transition costs for non-causal dequeues as follows. The transition
cost of a non-causal dequeue is first assigned an optimistic guess,
which is simply the number of elements in the queue when the de-
queue happened. This is optimistic because it assumes that the very
next enqueue would be the one matching the non-causal dequeue;
until that enqueue happens all intermediate enqueues thus increase
the cost by 1. We have validated this special handling of non-causal
dequeue operations in experiments which we omit from the paper
due to lack of space.

3. Distributed Queues

We introduce two distributed queue (DQ) algorithms called load-
balanced DQ and least-recently-used (LRU) DQ. Both algorithms
implement a shared array of p � 1 so-called partial queues whose
implementation in turn is based on Michael-Scott (MS) FIFO
queues [19]. Upon an enqueue or dequeue operation one out of
the p partial queues is selected for performing the actual opera-
tion without any further coordination with the other p� 1 partial

Listing 1: Lock-free load-balanced distributed queue algorithm
1 enqueue(element):
2 index = load_balancer();
3 DQ[index].MS_enqueue(element);
4

5 dequeue():
6 start = load_balancer();
7 whi le true:
8 f o r i in 0 to p-1:
9 index = (start + i) % p;

10 element , current_tail = DQ[index].MS_dequeue();
11 i f element != null:
12 re turn element;
13 e l s e :
14 tail_old[index] = current_tail;
15 f o r i in 0 to p-1:
16 i f get_tail(DQ[i]) != tail_old[i]:
17 start = i;
18 break;
19 i f i == p-1:
20 re turn null;

queues. Selection is done either by a load balancer, hence load-
balanced DQ, or by an LRU-style algorithm that uses the ABA
counters in the head and tail pointers of the partial queues (for
dequeue and enqueue, respectively) to identify the less recently
used partial queues. For dequeueing, both algorithms implement
an emptiness check that checks all partial queues up to two times
before returning empty. If all queues are found to be empty during
the first pass the queues are checked again. If no queues are found
that have performed an enqueue operation since the beginning of
the first pass, recognized by the ABA counters in their tail pointers,
the algorithms correctly return empty.

The concept of distributing access to different queues is not new.
Scal Queues [13, 15] already use (special cases of) the load bal-
ancers we discuss here but do not implement an emptiness check,
neither do Multilane Multisets [8]. As a consequence, applications
with termination conditions based on emptiness may be impossible
to implement using Scal Queues or Multilane Multisets.

Similar to other algorithms such as MS, we use a double-word
compare-and-swap (CAS) 1 instruction to change a pointer and its
ABA counter atomically. Whenever we speak of a pointer below we
therefore mean the pointer together with its ABA counter. Note that
using double-word CAS does not limit the generality of DQ since
ABA counters can alternatively be embedded into the pointer itself
(although with less precision). However, embedding ABA counters
requires knowledge of the memory allocation boundaries since the
ABA counter has to reside in a part of the pointer that is not needed
for addressing.

3.1 Load-balanced Distributed Queue Algorithm

Listing 1 shows the pseudo code of the load-balanced distributed
queue algorithm. The enqueue method (line 1) calls the load bal-
ancer using the method load balancer (line 2) which determines
the partial queue at index in the shared DQ array of partial queues
for the actual enqueue operation (line 3).

Similarly, the dequeue method (line 5) also calls the load bal-
ancer using load balancer (line 6) to obtain an initial index
start. The method then searches DQ for a non-empty partial queue
beginning at start and wrapping around at p�1. Using the MS al-
gorithm the MS dequeue method retrieves the oldest element from
the partial queue at index if the queue is not empty (line 10). In

1 compare-and-swap is a CPU instruction that atomically swaps the value
stored in some memory location if that location contains an expected value.
The operation also returns whether it was successful or not.
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tail_old[p]: array of MS tails
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threads per core) server machine

processed all neighbors it dequeues another vertex. The algorithms
terminate when the shared queue or pool is empty.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. In both benchmarks, the DQ implementations perform
and scale best. While most implementations are on par with DQ up
to ten threads, only the BS and US k-FIFO queue implementations
scale as much as DQ. Despite its thread-local storage BAG scales
negatively because the connectivity of the graph makes it likely to
hit already processed nodes and thus requires work-stealing. Note
that RP is not shown because RP, due to its synchronous behavior,
cannot handle a workload where producers are also consumers.

Mandelbrot Benchmark

The Mandelbrot benchmark renders an image by dividing it into
blocks of 4x4 pixels that are distributed by producer threads
through a shared queue or pool to consumer threads for parallel
processing. For each producer there are four consumers. We distin-
guish low and high computational load scenarios by using images
whose blocks are mostly rendered either relatively fast or relatively
slow, respectively.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. Best performance and scalability is achieved by TL-RR
and 1-RA followed by the remaining DQ and the BS and US k-
FIFO implementations. In the high computational load scenario all
DQ implementations show identical performance and scalability.
The BS and US k-FIFO implementations also perform and scale
competitively.

5.3 Relating Performance and Non-Determinism

We study the microbenchmark introduced in Section 5.1 in terms
of the performance index, actual-time distance, zero-time distance,
and linearization difference metrics introduced in Section 2. For
this purpose we instrumented all implementations such that the in-
vocations, responses, and linearization points of all queue and pool
operations are time-stamped using the globally synchronized TSC
register of x86 processors which may be read with low overhead.
Note that time-stamping linearization points may only be approxi-
mative but still close enough for our purposes. Since the computa-
tional complexity of determining actual- and zero-time distances is
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Figure 5. Average performance index of the low contention
producer-consumer microbenchmark (c “ 2000)

proportional to the length of histories we nevertheless had to mod-
ify the microbenchmark by limiting each thread to perform only ten
thousand rather than ten million queue or pool operations. We only
present the results of the high contention microbenchmark since
they are similar to the results of the low contention microbench-
mark except for the performance index where we show the results
of the low contention microbenchmark because they are more dis-
tinguished. Again, the presented data is averaged over five runs.

Figure 5 shows the average performance index for the low
contention microbenchmark. The data correlates with the actual
performance shown in Figure 3. For example, TL-RR and 1-RA,
which scale best, have the lowest performance index, and LB and
WF, which are the slowest, have the highest performance index.

Figure 6 shows the actual-time distance for the high contention
microbenchmark. The strict FIFO queue implementations show
low non-zero values since time-stamping linearization points is
only approximative. The ED and BAG pools show the highest
actual-time distance, followed by TL-RR and 1-RA. All other
queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.
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processed all neighbors it dequeues another vertex. The algorithms
terminate when the shared queue or pool is empty.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. In both benchmarks, the DQ implementations perform
and scale best. While most implementations are on par with DQ up
to ten threads, only the BS and US k-FIFO queue implementations
scale as much as DQ. Despite its thread-local storage BAG scales
negatively because the connectivity of the graph makes it likely to
hit already processed nodes and thus requires work-stealing. Note
that RP is not shown because RP, due to its synchronous behavior,
cannot handle a workload where producers are also consumers.

Mandelbrot Benchmark

The Mandelbrot benchmark renders an image by dividing it into
blocks of 4x4 pixels that are distributed by producer threads
through a shared queue or pool to consumer threads for parallel
processing. For each producer there are four consumers. We distin-
guish low and high computational load scenarios by using images
whose blocks are mostly rendered either relatively fast or relatively
slow, respectively.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. Best performance and scalability is achieved by TL-RR
and 1-RA followed by the remaining DQ and the BS and US k-
FIFO implementations. In the high computational load scenario all
DQ implementations show identical performance and scalability.
The BS and US k-FIFO implementations also perform and scale
competitively.

5.3 Relating Performance and Non-Determinism

We study the microbenchmark introduced in Section 5.1 in terms
of the performance index, actual-time distance, zero-time distance,
and linearization difference metrics introduced in Section 2. For
this purpose we instrumented all implementations such that the in-
vocations, responses, and linearization points of all queue and pool
operations are time-stamped using the globally synchronized TSC
register of x86 processors which may be read with low overhead.
Note that time-stamping linearization points may only be approxi-
mative but still close enough for our purposes. Since the computa-
tional complexity of determining actual- and zero-time distances is
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Figure 5. Average performance index of the low contention
producer-consumer microbenchmark (c “ 2000)

proportional to the length of histories we nevertheless had to mod-
ify the microbenchmark by limiting each thread to perform only ten
thousand rather than ten million queue or pool operations. We only
present the results of the high contention microbenchmark since
they are similar to the results of the low contention microbench-
mark except for the performance index where we show the results
of the low contention microbenchmark because they are more dis-
tinguished. Again, the presented data is averaged over five runs.

Figure 5 shows the average performance index for the low
contention microbenchmark. The data correlates with the actual
performance shown in Figure 3. For example, TL-RR and 1-RA,
which scale best, have the lowest performance index, and LB and
WF, which are the slowest, have the highest performance index.

Figure 6 shows the actual-time distance for the high contention
microbenchmark. The strict FIFO queue implementations show
low non-zero values since time-stamping linearization points is
only approximative. The ED and BAG pools show the highest
actual-time distance, followed by TL-RR and 1-RA. All other
queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.
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Algorithm Maximum partial Relaxation bound k
queue imbalance

d-RA DQ unbounded unbounded
b-RR DQ b+n (b�1+n)⇥ (p�1)
LRU DQ 2 p�1

Table 1: Maximum partial queue imbalance and k for the DQ
algorithms where n is the number of threads.

this case, dequeue returns the element (line 12). The MS dequeue
method is slightly different from the standard MS dequeue oper-
ation since it also returns the current tail pointer of the par-
tial queue, which is saved in a thread-local array of size p called
tail old when the queue is empty (line 14). If all partial queues
have been found to be empty, the second pass of the emptiness
check begins (line 15). If a partial queue is found to have a tail
pointer that differs from the tail pointer saved in tail old at least
one new element has been enqueued into that queue. In this case,
dequeue retries to find a non-empty partial queue starting with that
queue (line 17 and 18). Otherwise, dequeue returns null (line 20).

Load Balancers

We use two load balancers in our experiments called d-RA and b-
RR. The d-RA load balancer randomly selects d � 1 queues out of
the p partial queues and then returns (the index of) the queue with
the least elements among the d queues when called by an enqueue
operation. Symmetrically, the load balancer returns the queue with
the most elements when called by a dequeue operation. However,
for better performance, the number of elements in partial queues
is only approximated by computing the differences between ABA
counters of the queues’ head and tail pointers non-atomically. The
d-RA load balancer has already been described elsewhere [15].

The b-RR load balancer maintains b � 1 pairs of shared round-
robin counters that are associated with threads such that each thread
is permanently assigned to exactly one pair and all pairs have
approximately the same number of threads assigned. If b is equal
to or greater than the number of threads, the pairs are thus thread-
local. In this case, we call the load balancer TL-RR. The counters
in a pair keep track of which partial queue was selected for the most
recent enqueue and dequeue operation, respectively, called by any
of the threads assigned to the pair. Upon an enqueue or dequeue
operation the respective counter is atomically incremented by a
fetch-and-add 2 instruction and returned identifying in round-
robin fashion (the index of) the partial queue to be used for the
operation.

Table 1 shows for load-balanced (and LRU) DQ the maximum
difference in the number of elements that may be enqueued in any
of the partial queues at any time, which is unbounded for d-RA
and bounded for b-RR, however, only by involving the number of
threads. The LRU DQ algorithm which we discuss next provides a
stronger, configurable bound. These imbalance bounds imply that
b-RR and LRU DQ are linearizable with respect to a k-out-of-order
queue specification for k given in Table 1. Note that if operations
are invoked sequentially 1-RR DQ implements strict FIFO queue
semantics.

3.2 Least-recently-used Distributed Queue Algorithm

Listing 2 shows the pseudo code of the least-recently-used dis-
tributed queue algorithm. The key invariant maintained by the al-
gorithm is that the maximum difference of the ABA counters of

2 fetch-and-add is a CPU instruction that atomically increments the value
of a memory location and returns the old value.

Listing 2: Lock-free LRU distributed queue algorithm
1 enqueue(element):
2 start = random();
3 whi le true:
4 aba_index , aba_count = lowest_aba_tail(start);
5 f o r i in 0 to p-1:
6 index = (aba_index + i) % p;
7 current_tail = get_tail(DQ[index]);
8 i f current_tail.aba == aba_count &&
9 DQ[index].try_MS_enqueue(element , current_tail):

10 re turn ;
11

12 dequeue():
13 start = random();
14 whi le true:
15 aba_index , aba_count = lowest_aba_head(start);
16 check_emptiness = true;
17 clear(empty_queue);
18 f o r i in 0 to p-1:
19 index = (aba_index + i) % p;
20 current_head = get_head(DQ[index]);
21 i f current_head.aba == aba_count:
22 element , current_tail =
23 DQ[index].try_MS_dequeue(current_head);
24 i f element == FAILED:
25 check_emptiness = false;
26 e l s e i f element == null:
27 tail_old[index] = current_tail;
28 empty_queue[index] = true;
29 e l s e :
30 re turn element;
31

32 i f check_emptiness && there_is_any(empty_queue):
33 f o r i in 0 to p-1:
34 i f empty_queue[i] &&
35 (get_tail(DQ[i]) != tail_old[i]):
36 start = i;
37 break;
38 i f i == p-1:
39 re turn null;

the head pointers of the p partial queues is at most one. The same
holds for the ABA counters of the tail pointers. Moreover, the algo-
rithm always enqueues into a partial queue whose tail pointer has
an ABA counter with the lowest value among the ABA counters
of the tail pointers of all partial queues. Similarly, the algorithm
always dequeues from a partial queue whose head pointer has an
ABA counter with the lowest value, which implies the imbalance
bound in Table 1. Note that the ABA counters of the head/tail point-
ers may only differ by one but we anyway speak of the lowest value
here.

The enqueue method (line 1) starts by calling a random number
generator that returns the index start of one of the p partial
queues (line 2). Then, by calling the lowest aba tail method,
the partial queues are checked, beginning at start and wrapping
around at p�1, for a queue whose tail pointer has an ABA counter
with the lowest value among the ABA counters in the tail pointers
of all partial queues. The lowest aba tail method returns the
index of such a queue and the ABA counter of its tail pointer
which are then stored in aba index and aba count, respectively
(line 4). Note that as soon as two different ABA counters are
found the search may stop since the ABA counter with the lower
value is guaranteed to contain the lowest value because of the
algorithm’s invariant. After finding aba count the algorithm again
iterates over all partial queues starting at aba index (lines 5 and 6).
Since there may be multiple queues whose tail pointers have ABA
counters with the same value as aba count, all such queues are
candidates for enqueueing the element (lines 7 and 8). Using the
MS algorithm the try MS enqueue method enqueues the element
into the queue at index if the tail pointer of the queue is still
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Figure 3. Performance and scalability of producer-consumer microbenchmarks with an increasing number of threads on a 40-core (2 hyper-
threads per core) server machine

processed all neighbors it dequeues another vertex. The algorithms
terminate when the shared queue or pool is empty.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. In both benchmarks, the DQ implementations perform
and scale best. While most implementations are on par with DQ up
to ten threads, only the BS and US k-FIFO queue implementations
scale as much as DQ. Despite its thread-local storage BAG scales
negatively because the connectivity of the graph makes it likely to
hit already processed nodes and thus requires work-stealing. Note
that RP is not shown because RP, due to its synchronous behavior,
cannot handle a workload where producers are also consumers.

Mandelbrot Benchmark

The Mandelbrot benchmark renders an image by dividing it into
blocks of 4x4 pixels that are distributed by producer threads
through a shared queue or pool to consumer threads for parallel
processing. For each producer there are four consumers. We distin-
guish low and high computational load scenarios by using images
whose blocks are mostly rendered either relatively fast or relatively
slow, respectively.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. Best performance and scalability is achieved by TL-RR
and 1-RA followed by the remaining DQ and the BS and US k-
FIFO implementations. In the high computational load scenario all
DQ implementations show identical performance and scalability.
The BS and US k-FIFO implementations also perform and scale
competitively.

5.3 Relating Performance and Non-Determinism

We study the microbenchmark introduced in Section 5.1 in terms
of the performance index, actual-time distance, zero-time distance,
and linearization difference metrics introduced in Section 2. For
this purpose we instrumented all implementations such that the in-
vocations, responses, and linearization points of all queue and pool
operations are time-stamped using the globally synchronized TSC
register of x86 processors which may be read with low overhead.
Note that time-stamping linearization points may only be approxi-
mative but still close enough for our purposes. Since the computa-
tional complexity of determining actual- and zero-time distances is
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Figure 5. Average performance index of the low contention
producer-consumer microbenchmark (c “ 2000)

proportional to the length of histories we nevertheless had to mod-
ify the microbenchmark by limiting each thread to perform only ten
thousand rather than ten million queue or pool operations. We only
present the results of the high contention microbenchmark since
they are similar to the results of the low contention microbench-
mark except for the performance index where we show the results
of the low contention microbenchmark because they are more dis-
tinguished. Again, the presented data is averaged over five runs.

Figure 5 shows the average performance index for the low
contention microbenchmark. The data correlates with the actual
performance shown in Figure 3. For example, TL-RR and 1-RA,
which scale best, have the lowest performance index, and LB and
WF, which are the slowest, have the highest performance index.

Figure 6 shows the actual-time distance for the high contention
microbenchmark. The strict FIFO queue implementations show
low non-zero values since time-stamping linearization points is
only approximative. The ED and BAG pools show the highest
actual-time distance, followed by TL-RR and 1-RA. All other
queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.
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Listing 1.1. Lock-free bounded-size (BS) and unbounded-size (US) k-FIFO queue al-
gorithms. Gray highlighted code is only used in the BS version

1 bool enqueue(item):

2 while true:

3 tail_old = get_tail();

4 head_old = get_head();

5 item_old , index = find_empty_slot(tail_old , k, TESTS);

6 if tail_old == get_tail():

7 if item_old.value == EMPTY:

8 item_new = atomic_value(item , item_old.counter + 1);

9 if CAS(&tail_old[index], item_old , item_new):

10 if committed(tail_old , item_new , index):

11 return true;

12 else:

13 if queue_full(head_old , tail_old):

14 if segment_not_empty(head_old , k) && head == get_head():

15 return false;

16 advance_head(head_old , k);

17 advance_tail(tail_old , k);

18

19 bool committed(tail_old , item_new , index):

20 if tail_old[index] != item_new:

21 return true;

22 head_current = get_head();

23 tail_current = get_tail();

24 item_empty = atomic_value(EMPTY , item_new.counter + 1);

25 if in_queue_after_head(tail_old , tail_current , head_current):

26 return true;

27 else if not_in_queue(tail_old , tail_current , head_current):

28 if !CAS(&tail_old[index], item_new , item_empty):

29 return true;

30 else: //in queue at head

31 head_new = atomic_value(head_current.value , head_current.counter + 1);

32 if CAS(&head , head_current , head_new):

33 return true;

34 if !CAS(&tail_old[index], item_new , item_empty):

35 return true;

36 return false;

37

38 item dequeue():

39 while true:

40 tail_old = get_tail();

41 head_old = get_head();

42 item_old , index = find_item(head_old , k);

43 if head_old == head:

44 if item_old.value != EMPTY:

45 if head_old.value == tail_old.value:

46 advance_tail(tail_old , k);

47 item_empty = atomic_value(EMPTY , item_old.counter + 1);

48 if CAS(&head_old[index], item_old , item_empty):

49 return item_old.value;

50 else:

51 if head_old.value == tail_old.value && tail_old == get_tail():

52 return null;

53 advance_head(head_old , k);

(line 9). If the insertion is successful the method verifies whether the insertion is also
valid by calling the committed method (line 10), as discussed below. If any of these
steps fails a retry is performed. If no empty slot is found in the current tail k-segment
the enqueue method tries to increment tail by k using CAS (line 17) and then retries.
Hence in the worst-case only TESTS slots may be used in a k-segment if TESTS < k.

4

enqueue



dequeue

Listing 1.1. Lock-free bounded-size (BS) and unbounded-size (US) k-FIFO queue al-
gorithms. Gray highlighted code is only used in the BS version

1 bool enqueue(item):

2 while true:

3 tail_old = get_tail();

4 head_old = get_head();

5 item_old , index = find_empty_slot(tail_old , k, TESTS);

6 if tail_old == get_tail():

7 if item_old.value == EMPTY:

8 item_new = atomic_value(item , item_old.counter + 1);

9 if CAS(&tail_old[index], item_old , item_new):

10 if committed(tail_old , item_new , index):

11 return true;

12 else:

13 if queue_full(head_old , tail_old):

14 if segment_not_empty(head_old , k) && head == get_head():

15 return false;

16 advance_head(head_old , k);

17 advance_tail(tail_old , k);

18

19 bool committed(tail_old , item_new , index):

20 if tail_old[index] != item_new:

21 return true;

22 head_current = get_head();

23 tail_current = get_tail();

24 item_empty = atomic_value(EMPTY , item_new.counter + 1);

25 if in_queue_after_head(tail_old , tail_current , head_current):

26 return true;

27 else if not_in_queue(tail_old , tail_current , head_current):

28 if !CAS(&tail_old[index], item_new , item_empty):

29 return true;

30 else: //in queue at head

31 head_new = atomic_value(head_current.value , head_current.counter + 1);

32 if CAS(&head , head_current , head_new):

33 return true;

34 if !CAS(&tail_old[index], item_new , item_empty):

35 return true;

36 return false;

37

38 item dequeue():

39 while true:

40 tail_old = get_tail();

41 head_old = get_head();

42 item_old , index = find_item(head_old , k);

43 if head_old == head:

44 if item_old.value != EMPTY:

45 if head_old.value == tail_old.value:

46 advance_tail(tail_old , k);

47 item_empty = atomic_value(EMPTY , item_old.counter + 1);

48 if CAS(&head_old[index], item_old , item_empty):

49 return item_old.value;

50 else:

51 if head_old.value == tail_old.value && tail_old == get_tail():

52 return null;

53 advance_head(head_old , k);

(line 9). If the insertion is successful the method verifies whether the insertion is also
valid by calling the committed method (line 10), as discussed below. If any of these
steps fails a retry is performed. If no empty slot is found in the current tail k-segment
the enqueue method tries to increment tail by k using CAS (line 17) and then retries.
Hence in the worst-case only TESTS slots may be used in a k-segment if TESTS < k.
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Figure 3. Performance and scalability of producer-consumer microbenchmarks with an increasing number of threads on a 40-core (2 hyper-
threads per core) server machine

processed all neighbors it dequeues another vertex. The algorithms
terminate when the shared queue or pool is empty.

Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. In both benchmarks, the DQ implementations perform
and scale best. While most implementations are on par with DQ up
to ten threads, only the BS and US k-FIFO queue implementations
scale as much as DQ. Despite its thread-local storage BAG scales
negatively because the connectivity of the graph makes it likely to
hit already processed nodes and thus requires work-stealing. Note
that RP is not shown because RP, due to its synchronous behavior,
cannot handle a workload where producers are also consumers.

Mandelbrot Benchmark

The Mandelbrot benchmark renders an image by dividing it into
blocks of 4x4 pixels that are distributed by producer threads
through a shared queue or pool to consumer threads for parallel
processing. For each producer there are four consumers. We distin-
guish low and high computational load scenarios by using images
whose blocks are mostly rendered either relatively fast or relatively
slow, respectively.

Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show performance in terms of total execu-
tion time in milliseconds and scalability with an increasing number
of threads. Best performance and scalability is achieved by TL-RR
and 1-RA followed by the remaining DQ and the BS and US k-
FIFO implementations. In the high computational load scenario all
DQ implementations show identical performance and scalability.
The BS and US k-FIFO implementations also perform and scale
competitively.

5.3 Relating Performance and Non-Determinism

We study the microbenchmark introduced in Section 5.1 in terms
of the performance index, actual-time distance, zero-time distance,
and linearization difference metrics introduced in Section 2. For
this purpose we instrumented all implementations such that the in-
vocations, responses, and linearization points of all queue and pool
operations are time-stamped using the globally synchronized TSC
register of x86 processors which may be read with low overhead.
Note that time-stamping linearization points may only be approxi-
mative but still close enough for our purposes. Since the computa-
tional complexity of determining actual- and zero-time distances is
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Figure 5. Average performance index of the low contention
producer-consumer microbenchmark (c “ 2000)

proportional to the length of histories we nevertheless had to mod-
ify the microbenchmark by limiting each thread to perform only ten
thousand rather than ten million queue or pool operations. We only
present the results of the high contention microbenchmark since
they are similar to the results of the low contention microbench-
mark except for the performance index where we show the results
of the low contention microbenchmark because they are more dis-
tinguished. Again, the presented data is averaged over five runs.

Figure 5 shows the average performance index for the low
contention microbenchmark. The data correlates with the actual
performance shown in Figure 3. For example, TL-RR and 1-RA,
which scale best, have the lowest performance index, and LB and
WF, which are the slowest, have the highest performance index.

Figure 6 shows the actual-time distance for the high contention
microbenchmark. The strict FIFO queue implementations show
low non-zero values since time-stamping linearization points is
only approximative. The ED and BAG pools show the highest
actual-time distance, followed by TL-RR and 1-RA. All other
queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.
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(a) Spanning tree benchmark
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(b) Transitive closure benchmark
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(c) Mandelbrot benchmark with low computational load
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(d) Mandelbrot benchmark with high computational load

Figure 4: Macrobenchmarks for performance and scalablity with an increasing number of threads on a 40-core (2 hyper-threads per core)
server machine
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Figure 6: Actual-time distance of the high contention producer-
consumer microbenchmark (c = 250)

queue implementations show an actual-time distance of less than
fifty.

Figure 7 shows the zero-time distance, again for the high con-
tention microbenchmark, zoomed-in for better resolution cutting
off ED, BAG, TL-RR, and 1-RA whose data is anyway similar to
the data in Figure 6. Here, even strict FIFO queue implementations
show values greater than zero. In particular, LB and MS show zero-
time distances of up to 25, similar to how a 25-relaxed FIFO queue
implementation could behave. The values for FC and WF are nev-
ertheless still low. Again, except for ED, BAG, TL-RR, and 1-RA,
all implementations show a zero-time distance of less than fifty.

Figure 8 shows the linearization difference, i.e., the difference
between the zero-time distance, shown in Figure 7, and the actual-
time distance, shown in Figure 6. The FC, WF, pool, and DQ
implementations show a low linearization difference which in-
creases slowly with the number of threads. The 1-RA implemen-
tation shows a linearization difference of less than one even with
80 threads, which means that operations are executed nearly in the
same order as they were invoked. The LB, MS, RD, SQ, and BS
and US k-FIFO implementations, however, show linearization dis-
tances that increase significantly faster with the number of threads
compared to any other implementation.
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Figure 7: Zero-time distance of the high contention producer-
consumer microbenchmark, zoomed-in for better resolution cutting
off ED, BAG, TL-RR, and 1-RA (c = 250)
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Figure 8: Linearization difference of the high contention producer-
consumer microbenchmark (c = 250)

6. Conclusion

We demonstrate practically, by providing the DQ relaxed queue
algorithms, and theoretically, by studying the trade-off of relax-
ation vs. performance, that relaxing the semantics of concurrent
queues leads to performance and scalability. Moreover, it does not
necessarily lead to more observed non-determinism. Hence, well-
performing relaxed concurrent queues may be just as applicable as
strict ones in terms of observed behavior and certainly preferrable
in terms of performance and scalability.
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Figure 7: Zero-time distance of the high contention producer-
consumer microbenchmark, zoomed-in for better resolution cutting
off ED, BAG, TL-RR, and 1-RA (c = 250)
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Figure 8: Linearization difference of the high contention producer-
consumer microbenchmark (c = 250)

6. Conclusion

We demonstrate practically, by providing the DQ relaxed queue
algorithms, and theoretically, by studying the trade-off of relax-
ation vs. performance, that relaxing the semantics of concurrent
queues leads to performance and scalability. Moreover, it does not
necessarily lead to more observed non-determinism. Hence, well-
performing relaxed concurrent queues may be just as applicable as
strict ones in terms of observed behavior and certainly preferrable
in terms of performance and scalability.
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